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Using Attorneys Efficiently and Effectively

- Contract Review
- Legislation and Regulation
- Permit Administrative Appeals
- Compliance/Enforcement Actions
Using Attorneys Efficiently and Effectively

Contract Review

- Attorney Engaged
- Attorney Scope Defined
- Update on Negotiation
- Business Terms and Conditions
- Legal Terms and Conditions
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Legislation and Regulation

- Attorney Engaged
- Attorney Scope Defined
- Update on Versions and Progress
- Technical Issues
- Statutory or Regulatory Issues
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Permit Administrative Appeals

- Attorney Engaged
- Attorney Scope Defined
- Update on Permit Review
- Discovery – Litigation Holds, Document Productions, Depositions
- Technical Experts
- Settlement Discussions
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Compliance/Enforcement Actions

- Attorney Engaged
- Attorney Scope Defined
- Update on Compliance and Enforcement Issues
- Document Review
- Technical Experts
- Settlement Discussions
Questions?